Mercatus Energy Investment Lifecycle Management Release Notes
Release 17.12.1
The Mercatus Team will release Mercatus Energy Investment Lifecycle Management 17.12.1 to
all production environments on Friday December 15, 2017 at 4pm PST. The system will be
unavailable for 4 hours. This is a feature release with the items below.

Issue
Date and Number
format preferences
Set preferences in
MyInfo

Description
Users can set date and number format preferences in the
MyInfo page. To access the MyInfo page, click Preferences
from the top menu. Then click MyInfo in the left menu bar.

For dates, users can choose whether they want to see days or
months first (dd/mm/yyyy or mm/dd/yyyy).
For numbers, users can choose whether they want to see
Commas as separators or Dots as separators. (1.000.000.99).
Users can choose whether they want Comma or Dot as the
the Decimal Point. See the last section titled “User
Localization Preferences”

The format preference will affect the following parts of the
application – pipeline, pdf export, csv export, details, change
logs, summary.

Pipeline

Note: this feature will affect how data is represented on the
UI (entry and display). It will not affect how data is stored.
That’s good as this will enforce a good interface from the
system to any external system. For example, Excel Model
integration will work as-is. SalesForce entry will work as-is.
Before release, numbers would display in the pipeline based
on the existing preferences in MyInfo. With this release, they
will continue to do so. For example 1.000.001,00 is in the first
row. This represents 1 million and 0 cents. Additionally, users
will see dates based on their preferences. For example,
21/11/2017 represents November 21, 2017. This would apply
to assumptions where the type is date, numeric, percent or
currency.

If a user is entering date into the pipeline using in-line editing,
the user can key in the values based on preferences. If the
user enters data that’s inconsistent with the preference, the
system will generate an error. For example, if the date
preference is dd/mm/yyyy and the user enters 11/31/2017,
the system will not allow it, as 31>12.
PDF Export

CSV Export

Details

Based on the user’s preferences, the PDF export from the pipeline
will affect assumptions of type date, numeric, percentage or
currency.
The CSV export will remain unchanged. That’s required because
the numbers and dates represented in the CSV export and not
human readable. They are used to import to another system (like
Excel). So, the date and number representation in the CSV should
remain the same.
In Details, data entry will be consistent with the preferences. Like
in-line editing, validation will be driven by the preferences. Again,
for example, if the user enters 30/12/1899 into a date assumption
and the preference is dd/mm/yyyy, the date will be accepted.
However, if the user entered 12/30/1899, the system will generate
a validation error.
If a user pastes the data from Excel, the system will behave as if the
user entered the data directly. So, the example above applies.
A similar example exists for numbers. Let’s say a customer has Dot
for separators and Comma for decimal. If they enter 1.000.000,99
the system will accept it. If they enter 1,000,000.99 that’s a
validation error – as the system will only allow 1 decimal value (,)
but the user entered 2.

Change Log

The change log will reflect the user’s preferences. You can see the
values in the change log by hovering over the Restore link in a row.

Summary

The Summary will reflect the user’s preferences.

Reports/Analytics

Reports and Analytics will not be driven by the user’s preferences.
Reports and Analytics will continue to reflect the US style dates and
numbers.
Tasks will not be driven by the user’s preferences. Reports and
Analytics will continue to reflect the US style dates and numbers.
This may change in the future, as the team is considering this for
the roadmap.

Tasks

Unions

Union Admin

Union in Details

Permissions
Active and Inactive
assumptions
Localization
Select Data Type in a
Named Range

The system allows you to create an assumption of type = union. A
union is a collection of named ranges that share a common row or
column header. When the user clicks on a Union in Details, the
system will display 1 table with the individual named ranges
grouped into 1 table.

This is an example of a union of 3 named ranges.
Unions will enforce the permissions described in the permission
matrix. For example, if there are 3 named ranges in a union and 1
named range is set for Hidden permission, the user can see the 2
non-hidden named ranges.
Unions will only show active named ranges. For example, if there
are 3 named ranges in a union and 1 named range is Inactive, the
user can see the 2 active named ranges.
Date, numeric, percent and currency data types in unions will
follow the localization preferences specified in MyInfo.

The system now supports Select data types in a named Range.
Here’s an example where a named range has A, B, C, D specified as
default values in a Select data type. The user can select 1 of the 4
values in each cell.

Select Data Type
Project Creation
Conditional Fields

Conditional fields were implemented within the Project Creation
popup. The conditional logic (for Select and Hidden rules) work in
popup.

Fixes

EIM-7701

EIM-7790
EIM-7761
Known Issue
Issue
EIM-8236

The document count in global docs is now consistent with the
project doc room. Counts now reflect just documents and not
folders.
For customers using the Box service, if you upload a document, and
the document name already exists in the folder, the system will
create a new version of the document.
For any named range that is “View” only, the system will grey the
text and disallow editing. In the past, the cells would look editable.

Description
In EU localization settings, manual entering or
pasting data into a numeric named range with
"X.XXX,XX" format will get truncated to "X,XX"
format. For example, 2.000,00 entered into a
numeric named range gets saved as 2,00. Does
not affect US localization. Does not affect
uploaded files.

Workaround
Enter or paste without dot
for thousands figure.
Example: Entering or pasting
as “XXXX.XX” or 2000,00 will
be saved properly.

